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To:
Date:
Subject:

Mahendra Shah
Jeffrey Smith
1/28/03 11:52AM
Re: Schedule for NRC visit and analysis table

Jeff:

I have the following comments:

1. For the wvork discussion on Wednesday, please Include the following:

A. Validation of the CTH pressure TH with qr test data
B. Discussion of the HI-STORM analyses,tone analysis for the max. pressure at the radial plate and the
other a I
C. Verifcation that bne analysis for NAC-UMS is adequate because of axi-symmetry..

2. We want to explore the possibility of using the HI-STORM CTH analyses to predict the global
responses of NUHOMS, VSC-24 and TN-68.casks, and not run the CTH analyses.. Even though
concrete is not confined by steel plates, reinforcement placed at approx. 6 inches would provide some
'confinement. I understand the aircraft impact in the CTH analyses is mainly the-momentum transfer, and
forces due to stiffness of the aircraft and the cask are less than 10 percent. In that case, the differences
in the concrete behavior may not be significant for the CTH global analyses.

3. 1 assume Item 3 in your agenda includes all the remaining analyses to complete the evaluations
by September, 2003.

Thanks.

Mahendra

>> >Smith, Jeffrey <jasmith~sandia.gov> 01/27/03 05:07PM>>>
Mahendra:

I am expecting the schedule for your visit to be as follows:

Wednesday afternoons [ Jork
Thursday. o

1) Overview of how we plan to wrap up the initial Transport and
Storage cask Study

-Discussion of format of report.
-Review of Thermal and Structural Analyses SNL has examined.
-Presentation of recent cask tipping analysis.

2) Discussion of analysis methodology for the remaining casks.
-Begin with presentation on NUHOMS approach.
-Followed by discussion of remaining casks

3) Discussion of program schedule. Information In this record was deleted

I am not going into anymore detail on this because I expect there will be an accordance with the Freedom of Information
lot of discussion each of these topics. If I come up with a more formal , exemptions X.
outline I will send it to you. Send me comments or call me if you want to FOIA- ~LZk O
comment or discuss this.

I am attaching a word document with a 'table" I started regarding the
methodology for each cask. I think we should start with a general discussion
of each cask. Determine which casks need a global analysis. Then, what tools
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we will use for the global and local analyses. We should discuss what we
will achieve by using these tools. Then we can discuss specific analyses we
will run. I believe we need to clearly define the threat if we are going to
talk about specific analyses to be conducted. Our approach to the storage
and transportation cask we have studied is that the, aircraft hit the cask.
If we are going to limit our analyses to certain types of 'hitsw this needs
to be discussed prior to the analysis starting.

Please forward this to the other NRC staff that you feel should see this.

Thanks,
Jeff
<<table of analyses for NRC visit 012993.doc»>

Jeffrey A Smith
**

*- Sandia National Laboratories
** Transportation Risk & Packaging

505-845-0299

505-844-0244 (fax)

iasmith@sandia.pov
****-..*****- .........***** .. *****.****.**************.**.****** ****.***.*****.*

CC: Daniel Huang; Doug Ammerman; Earl Easton; Jack Guttmann; Jeremy Sprung; Ken
Sorenson; M. Wayne Hodges; Merlin Kipp; Robert Shewmaker, Ron Parkhill


